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Key Wind Lock

Based on the Fullex Crimebeater lock

Operated by thumbturn or key-key cylinder

Designed for use with pull handles

Dedicated security escutcheon available

Snib latch retention on face plate

Non-handed easily reversible latch

The Fullex Key Wind lock uses the key or the  
thumbturn to engage and retract the bolts and the 
latch. The Fullex Key Wind lock was developed to  
stop anyone getting in without a key when the door  
is closed. Our system uses the latch to do this. Once 
the door is closed you cannot move the latch unless 
you have a key. If a burglar tried to open the door, say 
for example if someone has entered the house with 

SINGLE DOORS

Comes with a 10 year guarantee

Ideal for doors with a pull handle

Technical Data

45mm backset
3 dead bolts
Reversible latch
Cover plate 20mm wide, 1720mm long

Top and Bottom Bolts 
Chrome plated steel top and bottom bolts

Centre bolt 
Stainless steel centre bolt

The best and most economical system is 
having a package of Pull Handle,Key 
Wind Lock, High Security Escutcheon and 
1 Star cylinder, and so we developed  
a matching escutcheon that fits the Key 
Wind Lock system.

shopping, then they cannot get in. The Fullex Key 
Wind Lock have minimum key turning with less than 
a half a turn.

The Fullex Key Wind Lock system offers low  
maintenance, economic cost and easy to use 
functionality.
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Faceplate: 1720mm x 20mm (Stainless Steel) 
700mm Centres

Backset 
Size

No of 
Hooks

No of 
Deadbolts 

No of
Mushrooms Product Code

45mm 2 3 0 FULLEX-KEYWIND-CRB002

Type Product Code
Keep Set CRB0004-KE

Top and bottom keep XCKS
Right hand centre keep CRB0013-KE           
Left hand centre keep CRB0014-KE           

Type Product Code
Security escutcheon Satin HSESSS-KEYWIND-NANOCOAST

Security escutcheon Mirror Polished HSEMPSS-KEYWIND-NANOCOAST
UAP Pull Handles See brochure

KEEP SETS

ACCESSORIES




